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Code Alt Ref Description For Pack Price
FLY1034 66-112 Bloomington formulation 10L food 10 x 1L packets  £130.00
FLY1004 66-113 Bloomington formulation 100L food 10 x 10L packets  £648.00
FLY1340 66-121 Bloomington formulation 100L food Superbulk 100L powder  £387.00
FLY1140 66-116 Molasses formulation 10L food 10 x 1L packets  £130.00
FLY1286 66-114 Molasses formulation 100L food 10 x 10L packets  £639.00
FLY1344 66-123 Molasses formulation 100L food Superbulk 100L powder  £542.00
FLY1188 66-117 Instant formulation 1L food 1L packet  £27.80

Flystuff Nutri-Fly® Formulations
Quality ingredients in standard formulas used by some of the largest fly facilities in the 
world. Strict lot traceability procedures are employed to each ingredient in every batch, 
ensuring consistency and quality. Convenient but also robust, and guaranteed to make 
fresh and substantive food throughout its shelf life. With several different formulations, 
there is a Nutri-Fly® to meet your needs:

1. Bloomington formulation: based on the standard recipe used at the Bloomington 
Drosophila Stock Centre, and adopted by major Drosophila media prep facilities 
worldwide. Ingredients: yellow cornmeal, agar (type II), corn syrup solids, inactive 
nutritional yeast, soy flour.

2. Molasses formulation: a new recipe available in a pre-packaged dry form. This media 
is perfect for media preparation facilities and labs requiring a molasses based media. 
Ingredients: cornmeal, agar (type II), molasses solids, inactive nutritional yeast.

3. Instant formulation: accommodates the requirement of labs without the ability to cook 
traditional Drosophila media or for labs making very small amounts (﹤1L) of Drosophila 
media at a time. Easy to make - just add equal parts instant media and water. Ingredients: 
potato flakes, dextrose, brewer’s yeast, Tegosept.

Code Alt Ref Pack Price
FLY1082 47-102 25 packets  £203.00

Flystuff Nutri-Fly® Grape Agar Powder 
Premix Packets

Contains all necessary ingredients to make your Drosophila embryo collection plates. 
Grape agar packets are super easy and quick to make - simply add water and make in the 
microwave, autoclave or on a hot plate. They use high quality extract from concord grapes 
and top grade agar to ensure your flies lay the most egg beds. Multiple batches from every 
single lot are rigorously tested to ensure your plates come out perfect each and every time. 
Ingredients: concord grape crystals, grape skin extract, sucrose, agar, Tegosept.

Code Alt Ref Pack Price
FLY1020 66-105 5kg  £585.00
FLY1298 66-104 10kg  £1171.00
FLY1300 66-105 25kg  £2838.00
FLY1302 66-111 50kg  £5115.00

Flystuff Nutri-Fly® Drosophila Agar

Moorehead-style agar which can be used interchangeably with recipes calling for 
standard, food-grade agar. Gelidium agar has a low gelling temperature, so it is great 
for media containing antibiotics. It doesn’t contain trace metals, soluble carbohydrates, 
carbohydrates or any spores that would inhibit bacterial growth, making it an exceptional 
medium for research projects. 100 mesh particle size. Lot-to-lot quality control processes 
assure consistency in your fly food. Technical grade agar.




